1. Call to Order, Roll Call, Determination of Quorum and Address Absences

2. Introduction of Guests and Announcements

3. Review/Open Rule 61G15-19.0051 – Notice of Noncompliance (Exhibit #3)

4. Review/Open Rule 61G15-23.001 – Signature, Date and Seal Shall Be Affixed (Exhibit #4)

5. Review/Open Rules 61G15-33.003 and 61G15-34.003 (Exhibit #5)

6. Review/Open Rule 61G15-22.002 – Licensure Change of Status, Reactivation; Reinstatement of Void Licenses – (Fl Laws and Rules is not required if a PE is current and active in another state. Is this correct or an oversight?) (Exhibit #6)


8. Discussion on email by Mr. Alfonso Fernandez-Fraga – re: newsletter article (Exhibit #8)

9. Discussion on Declaratory Statement from Mr. Harold Barrineau from April 2021 FBPE Board meeting (Exhibit #9)

10. Discussion on Experience gained prior to graduation (Exhibit #10)

11. Old Business

12. New Business
13. Adjourn